Global Change After Sept. 11, 2001

Jeff Gaffney
Some senators want to require tripling the amount of ethanol added to gasoline. Here's a breakdown of the components in the new blend:

- Profits for Archer Daniels Midland
- Environmental benefits
- Benefits to consumers
- Votes for politicians in corn-producing states
Duck! Heads Up! Bombs! Nukes!
Certain terror coming—Who knows when or where!!!!

This has been a message from the Office of Homeland Insecurity.
In case of terrorist attack, break glass.
...Now, be nice warlords and just follow these manuals on municipal sewer treatment, road repair schedules, school curriculums, budget projections, subway systems, etc...
That which is inevitable soon becomes routine...

Showers in the Northwest, a smog alert in Los Angeles -- and, in St. Louis, Washington and Orlando, they're looking at a fifty percent chance of suicide bombings.
TERRORISM

WELL, THAT'S MUCH FOR THE COLD WAR, VLADIMIR...

THAT COLD WAR, AT LEAST...
Isn't this like using th' Lincoln bedroom for fund-raising?

Oh no—That was in bad taste—
IN THE FORECAST WE STILL HAVE HOSTILE CLIMATE MOVING IN FROM THE MIDDLE EAST...

BRINGING 100% CHANCE OF TERRORISM TO THE REGION OVER THE NEXT FEW DECADES...

HE WANTS TO ALERT THE AMERICAN PUBLIC IN LANGUAGE THEY'D UNDERSTAND...
I will do whatever it takes to make America more energy self-sufficient. I will go anywhere, pay any price, bear any burden to free the U.S. from the whims of tyrannical Mideast oil barons!!

EXCEPT THAT!
OUR ENERGY POLICY IS NOT UNDULY SHAPED BY ENERGY PRODUCERS. WE TAKE INTO ACCOUNT A WIDE RANGE OF VIEWS....

...FROM ALL OVER THE SPECTRUM!!
CITIZENS, BE ALERT! IF YOU SEE ANYTHING UNUSUAL, ANYTHING OUT OF THE ORDINARY, ANYTHING WEIRD, NOTIFY THE AUTHORITIES IMMEDIATELY.

WELL, LOOK AT THAT—BOBBY'S OUT MOWING THE YARD WITHOUT EVEN BEING ASKED.

GET ME TOM RIDGE!
IMPORTANT TO KEEP SENSE OF HUMOUR!

FOCUS ON POSSIBILITIES:

Better Environmental Monitoring
  Bioaerosols
  Air Quality

Energy Reliance…
  Driving force for improvements!

Need to Understand the Systems
  Education will get thrust

Global Connections